Binocular stereo vision processes estimate 3 0 surfaces using a pair of images taken from different points of view. 30 surface characteristics are estimated by matching ZD image areas or features corresponding to the projections of same 3 0 points. The most classic area-based methods used cross correlation with a fixed window-size, but this technique presents ( I major drawback: the computation of depth is generally prone to errors close to surface discontinuities. In this paper, we present our current results on aerial stereo images of urban areas from correlation-based algorithm, with an adaptive window-size constrained by an edge map extracted from the images. This technique is not used to refine an initial disparity map, but to create one with good discontinuities location.
Introduction
This paper addresses the Stereo Vision problem in the domain of 3D aerial image reconstruction. The assumption of the world surface continuity is wrong, and we have to take into account 3D surface discontinuities such as buildings, trees . . .This domain is usually relevant to High Resolution Stereovision. 3D information leading to cartographic environments, may be computed either by active techniques or by passive techniques. Among passive approaches, there are shape-from-shading and more generally shape-from-X, structure-from-motion and of course stereovision with bi or trinocular images [3 . In the case of stereovision process, most existing tec h niques are distinguished by the choice of features, and associated constraints. One generally sorts matching algorithms in two large families:
* Area-based methods [9], [2] , [4] . * Feature-based methods [2] ,[1], [6] .
All these features are related with constraints whic are for the most part: Epipolar Geometry, Maximum and Minimum Disparity Gap, Local Attribute, Uniqueness, Disparity Continuity (in most algorithms there is no rough disparity variation), . . . Notice that each method1 presents different advantages and drawbacks. To compute a Dense Depth Map, the classical method is to start with a correlation-based matcher followed by a surface interpolation or approximation of disparity malp, to obtain a full surface [4] , [5] . In this case, most programs use a fixed windowsize.
In the case of 3D continuity surface and textured images, this method gives good results. But, we observe that for small windlows, it does not cover enough intensity variation, and for large ones, problems appear near disparity discontinuities and occluded regions.
To alleviate these problems, T. Kanade and M.
Okutomi propose in [lo] to correct an initial disparity by adapting the window size to the local variations of the image intensity and disparity.
In their article [l] , R.Chung and R.Nevatia exploit structural features to recover discontinuity information and show the importance of ima e contours.
Many other articles show the same facts b], [ll] .
We present below CBPR Contour Based Pyramidal Resolution, the evolution of our contour constrained window correlation algorithm [7] [8] using pyramide model (with reduction coefficient of 2) and order constraint. This to obtain an initial disparity map with good discontinuities localization, wich followed by a Kanade correction algorithm shall give very good results.
In the following sections, we assume that the right image has been corrected to yield corresponding epipolar lines between the two images.
CBPR
We use the smallest limited contour window between left and right ima,ges to compute the disparity [8] . This will allow us to avoid the occluded pixels to be taken into account in computing the correlation score. We then compute the disparity for the curent level by means of CBDL Contour Based Disparity Limits method, using four excentred windows for each image pixel P (Figure 1) 
Experimental Results
images with natural and artificial objects.
-1000x200 image of Marseille town The classical disparity map based on correlation with fixed window size 7x7 (21x21 for fruit) is compared to a map obtained by CBPR, with adaptive window limited by contours CBDL. All the isolated black spots represent occulted or non matched pixels.
We have also tried [7] 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown the evolution of the contours constraint windows CBDL on correlation computation with good localisation of disparity discontinuities and our CBPR method to create an initial map for Kanade or all other correction methods which give sub-pixel precision. The results already obtained are interesting, and confirm that this technique of contour limitation is worth pursuing.
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